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(54) POWER SOURCE DEVICE

(57) A power source device has: a storage unit con-
figured to receive a generated power and store as a stor-
age power; a boost unit configured to generate, from a
storage power supplied from the storage unit, a boosted
power having a higher voltage than a voltage of the stor-
age power, and supply the boosted power to a load; and
a voltage detection unit configured to output a boost op-
eration permission signal permitting a boost operation of
the boost unit to the boost unit when the storage voltage

of the boost unit increases to become a voltage equal to
or higher than a minimum operation voltage of the boost
unit. The boost unit is configured to start the boost oper-
ation by the storage power supplied from the storage unit
and operates on the boosted power generated by the
boost operation as an operation power source when the
boost operation permission signal is output from the volt-
age detection unit.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a power source
device.

Description of Related Art

[0002] In the related art, a technology of storing a gen-
erated electric charge and providing the stored electric
charge to a load as a current to operate the load is known
(for example, refer to Japanese Unexamined Patent Ap-
plication No. 2007-181278).
[0003] FIG. 5 is a diagram showing an example of a
functional configuration of a power source device 100 of
the related art. The power source device 100 includes a
power generation element 10, a capacitor 20, a diode
110, a voltage detection circuit 30, a timer circuit TM, a
logical multiplication circuit AND, a switch SW, and a volt-
age control circuit VR.
[0004] The power source device 100 supplies power
generated by the power generation element 10 to a ter-
minal T8 of a load LD. The power which is generated by
the power generation element 10 and is output from a
terminal T1 is supplied to the capacitor 20 as a current
I1 flowing through a wire L1 and a current I2 flowing
through a wire L2. The capacitor 20 accumulates electric
charges generated by the power generation element 10.
The storage power stored in the capacitor 20 is supplied
to the voltage control circuit VR as a current I11. The
capacitor 20 is grounded via a wire L3. The diode 110
prevents a backflow of a current from the capacitor 20
when the power generation element 10 does not gener-
ate electricity. The timer circuit TM controls time of an
intermittent operation of supplying power to the load LD.
The logical multiplication circuit AND outputs a logical
multiplication of an output from a terminal T3 of the volt-
age detection circuit 30 and an output from the timer cir-
cuit TM. The switch SW is turned on and off by the output
of the logical multiplication circuit AND. The voltage con-
trol circuit VR controls a voltage supplied to the load LD.
[0005] In the example shown in FIG. 5, the voltage de-
tection circuit 30 detects a charged voltage of the capac-
itor 20 at a terminal T2 (voltage detection terminal). The
switch SW is turned on when the charged voltage is equal
to or higher than voltage which can operate the load LD
and an output from the timer circuit TM is generated. The
switch SW is turned on, and thus, the storage power of
the capacitor 20 is supplied to the load LD via the voltage
control circuit VR as a current I7.
[0006] Meanwhile, in the example shown in FIG. 5, the
operation of the load LD on the storage power of the
capacitor 20 decreases the charged voltage of the ca-
pacitor 20. When the charged voltage of the capacitor 20
becomes lower than the minimum operation voltage of

the load LD, the load LD cannot operate. The load LD
can thus operate as long as the charged voltage of the
capacitor 20 is equal to or higher than the minimum op-
eration voltage of the load LD.
[0007] In the example shown in FIG. 5, when the
charged voltage of the capacitor 20 becomes lower than
the minimum operation voltage of the load LD, the power
stored in the capacitor 20 cannot be used anymore for
the operation of the load LD. Accordingly, in the above-
described case, the power stored in the capacitor 20 is
wasted.
[0008] Considering the amount of the storage power
which cannot be used for the operation of the load LD,
the size of the entire power source device 100 conse-
quently increases since it is necessary to adopt a larger
capacitor for the capacitor 20 in the example shown in
FIG. 5. In a case where the size of the capacitor 20 in-
creases, a period during which the capacitor 20 is
charged until the load LD can operate becomes longer
after the capacitor 20 is discharged.
[0009] In the above-described related art, when the
voltage of the storage power becomes lower than the
voltage required for the operation of the load, the storage
power cannot be used, and thus, becoming a waste.
[0010] An object of the present invention is to provide
a power source device which can use more storage pow-
er.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0011] In order to achieve the above-object, the
present invention adopts the following aspects.

(1) According to an aspect of the present invention,
there is provided a power source device, including:
a storage unit configured to receive a generated
power and store as a storage power; a boost unit
configured to generate, from a storage power sup-
plied from the storage unit, a boosted power having
a higher voltage than a voltage of the storage power,
and supply the boosted power to a load; and a volt-
age detection unit configured to output a boost op-
eration permission signal permitting a boost opera-
tion of the boost unit to the boost unit when the stor-
age voltage of the boost unit increases to become a
voltage equal to or higher than a minimum operation
voltage of the boost unit, the boost unit being con-
figured to start the boost operation by the storage
power supplied from the storage unit and operating
on the boosted power generated by the boost oper-
ation as an operation power source when the boost
operation permission signal is output from the volt-
age detection unit.
(2) In the power source device according to the
above (1), a power consumption of the voltage de-
tection unit may be smaller than a power consump-
tion of the boost unit.
(3) The power source device according to the above
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(1) or (2) may further include a second boost unit
configured to generate, from the storage power sup-
plied from the storage unit, a second boosted power
having voltage which is higher than the voltage of
the storage power and is equal to or higher than the
minimum operation voltage of the boost unit, and
supply the generated second boosted power as an
operation power source of the boost unit.

[0012] According to the above-described aspects, it is
possible to provide the power source device which can
use more storage power.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013]

FIG 1 is a diagram showing an example of a func-
tional configuration of a power source device accord-
ing to a first embodiment of the present invention.
FIG 2 is a diagram showing an example of a circuit
configuration of a boost circuit of the first embodi-
ment.
FIG 3 is a diagram showing an example of an oper-
ation waveform of the power source device of the
first embodiment.
FIG 4 is a diagram showing an example of a func-
tional configuration of a power source device accord-
ing to a second embodiment of the present invention.
FIG 5 is a diagram showing an example of a func-
tional configuration of a power source device of the
related art.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

First Embodiment

[0014] Hereinafter, embodiments of a power source
device 1 will be described with reference to the drawings.
[0015] FIG 1 is a diagram showing an example of a
functional configuration of the power source device 1 ac-
cording to the first embodiment. The power source device
1 includes a capacitor 20 which functions as a storage
unit, a voltage detection circuit 30 which functions as a
voltage detection unit, and a boost circuit 40 which func-
tions as a boost unit. The power source device 1 supplies
power generated by a power generation element 10 to a
load LD. The power generation element 10 is, for exam-
ple, a solar cell, a thermoelectric conversion element, a
power generation element by electromagnetic induction,
or the like. The power generation element 10 has an elec-
tromotive force of a generated voltage Vg. The load LD
is, for example, a wireless communication module. In the
case of the example, the power source device 1 is pro-
vided in a portable apparatus which can perform wireless
communication and supplies power generated by the
power generation element 10 such as a solar cell to the
load LD such as a wireless communication module.

[0016] The capacitor 20 stores the power generated
by the power generation element 10. Hereinafter, the
power generated by the power generation element 10 is
referred to as generated power.
[0017] In this example, the generated power is smaller
than power consumption of the load LD. In this case,
when the generated power is supplied to the load LD as
it is, the load LD does not operate. The power source
device 1 supplies power with which the load LD can op-
erate to the load LD by storing the generated power to
the capacitor 20.
[0018] More specifically, the power generation ele-
ment 10 outputs the generated power from a terminal T1.
The generated power is supplied to the capacitor 20 as
a current I1 flowing through a wire L1 and a current I2
flowing through a wire L2. The capacitor 20 stores the
supplied current I2 as storage power when the current
I2 is supplied. The voltage of the storage power stored
in the capacitor 20 is determined according to an elec-
trostatic capacity of the capacitor 20 and a charge amount
of the current 12 supplied from the power generation el-
ement 10.
[0019] Here, the voltage of the storage power stored
in the capacitor 20 is referred to as the storage voltage
Vc. Supply of the current I2 to the capacitor 20 increases
the storage voltage Vc with the generated voltage Vg of
the electromotive force of the power generation element
10 as an upper limit.
[0020] The storage power stored in the capacitor 20 is
supplied to the boost circuit 40 as a current I3 flowing
through a wire L4 and a current I4 flowing through a wire
L7. The capacitor 20 is grounded via a wire L3.
[0021] The voltage detection circuit 30 detects the stor-
age voltage Vc. When the storage voltage Vc increases
and becomes equal to or higher than the minimum op-
eration voltage of the boost circuit 40, the voltage detec-
tion circuit 30 outputs a boost operation permission signal
I5 to the boost circuit 40. This boost operation permission
signal I5 is a signal which permits (or does not permit) a
boost operation of the boost circuit 40.
[0022] Specifically, the voltage detection circuit 30 in-
cludes a terminal T2 (voltage detection terminal) and a
terminal T3 (boost operation permission signal output ter-
minal). The voltage detection circuit 30 detects voltage
of the wire L4 connected to the terminal T2 via the wire
L5, that is, the storage voltage Vc. The voltage detection
circuit 30 includes a voltage comparator (not shown)
therein and compares the detected storage voltage Vc
and a threshold voltage. The threshold voltage is set to
be equal to or higher than the minimum operation voltage
of the boost circuit 40. For example, in a case where the
minimum operation voltage of the boost circuit 40 is 1.0
V (volt), the threshold voltage is set to 1.1 [V].
[0023] When the detected storage voltage Vc is equal
to or higher than the threshold value, the voltage detec-
tion circuit 30 outputs the boost operation permission sig-
nal I5 to the terminal T3. The output boost operation per-
mission signal I5 is supplied to the boost circuit 40 via a
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wire L8. The voltage detection circuit 30 is grounded via
a wire L6.
[0024] The boost circuit 40 generates boosted power
having a higher voltage than the voltage of the supplied
power. That is, the boost circuit 40 boosts the supply
power. The boost circuit 40 supplies the generated power
to the load LD.
[0025] The boost circuit 40 is, in this example, a boost
chopper type voltage conversion circuit. The boost circuit
40 is not limited only to the boost chopper type voltage
conversion circuit, and for example, may be a charge
pump type voltage conversion circuit.
[0026] More specifically, the boost circuit 40 includes
a terminal T4 to a terminal T7. The terminal T4 is a power
input terminal to which the power output from the capac-
itor 20 is supplied. The terminal T5 is a power source
terminal to which the power for the boost circuit 40 to
perform the boost operation is supplied. The terminal T6
is a boost operation permission signal detect terminal to
which the boost operation permission signal I5 output
from the voltage detection circuit 30 is supplied. The ter-
minal T7 is a boosted power output terminal from which
the boosted power boosted by the boost circuit 40 is out-
put.
[0027] The boost circuit 40 starts or stops the boost
operation according to the voltage of the boost operation
permission signal I5 supplied to the terminal T6. For ex-
ample, in a case where the boost operation permission
signal I5 is a high potential (High), the boost operation
permission signal I5 indicates "permission to boost". In
a case where the boost operation permission signal I5 is
a low potential (Low), the boost operation permission sig-
nal I5 indicates "non-permission to boost".
[0028] In the case where the boost operation permis-
sion signal I5 indicates the "non-permission to boost",
the boost circuit 40 does not perform the boost operation.
In this case, the storage power supplied to the boost cir-
cuit 40 from the capacitor 20 is not boosted and is output
from the terminal T7. Hereinafter, the power which is not
boosted by the boost circuit 40 is referred to as the non-
boosted power.
[0029] In the case where the boost operation permis-
sion signal I5 indicates "permission to boost", the boost
circuit 40 performs the boost operation. In this case, the
storage power supplied to the boost circuit 40 from the
capacitor 20 is boosted and is output from the terminal
T7. Here, the power which is boosted by the boost oper-
ation of the boost circuit 40 is referred to as the boosted
power.
[0030] That is, the power output from the boost circuit
40 is the non-boosted power or the boosted power.
[0031] The power output from the boost circuit 40 is
supplied to a terminal T8 of the load LD as a current I6
flowing through a wire L10 and a current I7 flowing
through a wire L11. The power output from the boost
circuit 40 is supplied to the terminal T5 (power source
terminal) as a current I8 flowing through a wire L12. The
power output from the boost circuit 40 is thus supplied

to the load LD and the power source terminal of the boost
circuit 40. That is, the boost circuit 40 performs the boost
operation with the power output from the boost circuit 40
as a power source.
[0032] The boost circuit 40 is grounded via a wire L9.
The load LD is grounded via a wire L13.

Outline of Operation of Boost Circuit 40

[0033] Here, an outline of an operation of the boost
circuit 40 will be described. In a case where the storage
voltage Vc is low and does not reach the minimum op-
eration voltage of the boost circuit 40, the voltage detec-
tion circuit 30 outputs a boost operation permission signal
I5 indicating the "non-permission to boost". In this case,
the boost circuit 40 does not perform the boost operation.
Power with the voltage equivalent to the storage voltage
Vc, that is, non-boosted power is supplied to the terminal
T5 (power source terminal) of the boost circuit 40.
[0034] When the storage voltage Vc is increased by
the power generation of the power generation element
10 and reaches the minimum operation voltage of the
boost circuit 40, the boost circuit 40 reaches a state ca-
pable of performing the boost operation. However, the
boost circuit 40 does not perform the boost operation
while the voltage detection circuit 30 outputs the boost
operation permission signal I5 indicating the "non-per-
mission to boost".
[0035] When the storage voltage Vc is further in-
creased by the power generation of the power generation
element 10 and the storage voltage Vc is equal to or
higher than the threshold value of the voltage detection
circuit 30, the voltage detection circuit 30 outputs the
boost operation permission signal I5 indicating the "per-
mission to boost". In this case, the boost circuit 40 starts
the boost operation. As described above, the threshold
value is set to voltage equal to or higher than the minimum
operation voltage of the boost circuit 40.
[0036] When the boost circuit 40 starts the boost op-
eration, boosted power is supplied to the load LD and
the terminal T5 (power source terminal) of the boost cir-
cuit 40. After the boost circuit 40 starts the boost opera-
tion, the boost circuit 40 operates at the boosted power.
[0037] Once the boosted power is supplied to the load
LD, the boosted power supplied to the load LD is con-
sumed. As described above, in this example, the gener-
ated power of the power generation element 10 is smaller
than the power consumption of the load LD. Accordingly,
even in a case where the power generation element 10
continues the power generation, consumption of the
boosted power by the load LD decreases the storage
power stored in the capacitor 20. In a case where the
power generation element 10 does not perform the power
generation, consumption of the boosted power by the
load LD largely decreases the storage power stored in
the capacitor 20.
[0038] Decrease of the storage power in the capacitor
20 decreases the storage voltage Vc.
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[0039] The boost circuit 40 holds the voltage of the
boosted power at a constant voltage regardless of the
voltage of the supplied storage voltage Vc. The voltage
of the boosted power is set to be equal to or higher than
the minimum operation voltage of the boost circuit 40.
Accordingly, even in a case where the storage voltage
Vc becomes lower than the minimum operation voltage
of the boost circuit 40, the voltage equal to or higher than
the minimum operation voltage of the boost circuit 40 is
supplied to the boost circuit 40 as operation power. That
is, as long as the storage power of the storage voltage
Vc is not consumed, even when the storage voltage Vc
decreases, the boost circuit 40 can continue the boost
operation.

Specific Example of Boost Circuit 40

[0040] Next, a specific example of the boost circuit 40
will be described with reference to FIG. 2.
[0041] FIG. 2 is a diagram showing an example of a
circuit configuration of the boost circuit 40 of the present
embodiment. The same reference numerals are as-
signed to the same configurations as those of FIG. 1 and
descriptions thereof are omitted.
[0042] The boost circuit 40 includes a boost chopper
circuit 41, a control circuit 42, a bleeder resistor 43 having
a resistor 43-1 and a resistor 43-2, and an output capac-
itor 44.
[0043] The boost chopper circuit 41 includes an induc-
tor 411, a diode 412, and a transistor switch 413. The
circuit configuration of the boost chopper circuit 41 is
known, and thus, descriptions thereof are omitted. The
current I6 output from the boost chopper circuit 41 is sup-
plied to the outside of the boost circuit 40 from the terminal
T7 as output power. A portion of the output power is sup-
plied to the boost circuit 40 via the terminal T5.
[0044] The control circuit 42 controls the boost opera-
tion by driving the boost chopper circuit 41. The control
circuit 42 acquires the boost operation permission signal
I5 via a terminal T422. In a case where the acquired boost
operation permission signal I5 indicates the "permission
to boost", the control circuit 42 performs the boost oper-
ation. Specifically, the control circuit 42 outputs signals
to turn on and off the transistor switch 413 to the transistor
switch 413 via a terminal T423. In a case where the tran-
sistor switch 413 is turned on, a current I411 flowing
through the inductor 411 flows to the transistor switch
413 as a current I413. In a case where the transistor
switch 413 is turned off, the current I411 flowing through
the inductor 411 flows to the diode 412 as a current I412.
[0045] The control circuit 42 monitors the voltage of
the output power via the bleeder resistor 43 and the ter-
minal T424 and controls the voltage of the output power
(that is, boosted power) to be constant during the boost
operation.
[0046] The output capacitor 44 stabilizes the voltage
value of the output power.
[0047] In FIG. 2, the boost circuit 40 has a circuit con-

figuration in which the power output from the terminal T7
is supplied to the control circuit 42 via the terminal T5.
However, the present invention is not limited only to this
configuration. The boost circuit 40 may have a circuit
configuration in which the power output from the boost
chopper circuit 41 is supplied to the terminal T421 before
the terminal T7 for boosted power output. According to
this configuration, in the boost circuit 40, the terminal T5,
that is, the power source terminal can be omitted.
[0048] In FIG. 2, the boost circuit 40 has the output
capacitor 44. However, the present invention is not lim-
ited to this configuration. The output capacitor 44 may
have a circuit configuration which is connected to the
outside (for example, wire L10) of the boost circuit 40.

Specific Example of Operation of Power Source Device 1

[0049] Next, a specific example of the operation of the
power source device 1 will be described with reference
to FIG. 3.
[0050] FIG. 3 is a diagram showing an example of an
operation waveform of the power source device 1 of the
present embodiment. In FIG 3, a horizontal axis indicates
time t. The vertical axis in FIG. 3(A) indicates the gener-
ated voltage Vg of the power generation element 10. The
vertical axis in FIG. 3(B) indicates the storage voltage Vc
of the capacitor 20. The vertical axis in FIG. 3(C) indicates
the potential of the boost operation permission signal 15.
The vertical axis in FIG 3(D) indicates voltage of the out-
put power of the boost circuit 40, that is, an output voltage
V1.
[0051] At time t0, as shown by a waveform W1, the
generated voltage Vg of the power generation element
10 becomes voltage V1. At this time, the storage voltage
Vc of the capacitor 20 is zero. At this time, the boost
operation permission signal I5 indicates a low potential
(Lo), that is, indicates the non-permission to boost. At
this time, the output voltage V1 is zero.
[0052] From time t0 to time t1, continuous power gen-
eration in the power generation element 10 enables stor-
age of the generated power in the capacitor 20, increas-
ing the storage voltage Vc. The output voltage V1 in-
creases according to the increase of the storage voltage
Vc.
[0053] From time t0 to time t1, the boost operation per-
mission signal I5 is the low potential (Lo), that is, the non-
permission to boost, and thus, the boost circuit 40 does
not perform the boost operation. Accordingly, from time
t0 to time t1, the output voltage V1 is equal to the storage
voltage Vc.
[0054] At time t1, when the storage voltage Vc reaches
the voltage V2, the voltage detection circuit 30 changes
the boost operation permission signal I5 to the high po-
tential (High), that is, the "permission to boost", making
the boost circuit 40 start the boost operation. The output
voltage V1 increases to voltage V5 according to the start
of the boost operation.
[0055] Here, the voltage V2 is a start threshold voltage
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of the boost operation. The voltage V3 is the minimum
operation voltage of the boost circuit 40. The threshold
voltage of the voltage detection circuit 30 is set to be
equal to or higher than the minimum operation voltage
of the boost circuit 40.
[0056] Thereafter, while the boost operation permis-
sion signal I5 indicates the "permission to boost", the
output voltage V1 is held at a constant value (voltage V5)
by the boost operation of the boost circuit 40. In this ex-
ample, from time t1 to time t4, the output voltage V1 is
held at a constant value (voltage V5).
[0057] From time t1 to time t4, the storage power of
the capacitor 20 is consumed by the load LD, the storage
voltage Vc decreases.
[0058] In this example, the power generation element
10 continuously generates power from time t1 to time t2.
After time t2, the power generation element 10 does not
generate power. Accordingly, in this example, the stor-
age voltage Vc relatively gently decreases from time t1
to time t2, and the storage voltage Vc relatively sharply
decreases after time t2.
[0059] At time t4, the storage voltage Vc reaches the
voltage V4. The voltage V4 is a stop threshold voltage
of the boost operation. When the voltage detection circuit
30 detects that the storage voltage Vc reaches the volt-
age V4, the voltage detection circuit 30 switches the
boost operation permission signal I5 to the low potential
(Lo), that is, the "non-permission to boost". Accordingly,
the boost circuit 40 stops the boost operation. The output
voltage V1 is equal to the storage voltage Vc by the stop
of the boost operation.
[0060] Here, the minimum operation voltage of the load
LD is voltage V6. The load LD can operate from time t1
to time t4. In this example, the minimum operation voltage
(voltage V6) of the load LD is higher than the minimum
operation voltage (V3) of the boost operation of the boost
circuit 40.
[0061] Here, attention is paid to time t3. At time t3, the
storage voltage Vc decreases and reaches the voltage
V3, that is, the minimum operation voltage of the boost
circuit 40. Suppose that the boost circuit 40 performs the
boost operation with the storage voltage Vc as an oper-
ation power source. In this case, at time t3, the boost
circuit 40 cannot operate and thus, the boost operation
of the boost circuit 40 stops.
[0062] That is, in a case where the boost circuit 40
performs the boost operation with the storage voltage Vc
as the operation power source, possible operation time
of the load LD is from time t1 to time t3.
[0063] Meanwhile, the boost circuit 40 of the present
embodiment performs the boost operation with the output
voltage V1 as the operation power source. In this case,
possible operation time of the load LD is from time t1 to
time t4. That is, by setting the operation power source of
the boost operation of the boost circuit 40 to the output
voltage V1, it is possible to further lengthen the operation
time of the load LD.
[0064] This means that, compared to a case where the

boost circuit 40 does not have the output voltage V1 as
the operation power source, according to the power
source device 1 of the present embodiment, more stor-
age power stored in the capacitor 20 can be used.
[0065] As described above, according to the power
source device 1 of the first embodiment, when the boost
operation permission signal 15 indicating the "permission
to boost" is output from the voltage detection circuit 30,
the boost circuit 40 starts the boost operation by the stor-
age power supplied from the capacitor 20 and operates
on the boosted power generated by the boost operation
as the operation power source. Accordingly, more stor-
age power can be used.
[0066] In the power source device 1 of the first embod-
iment, the power consumption of the voltage detection
circuit 30 which is always in operation is smaller than the
power consumption of the boost circuit 40 which is not
always in operation, and thus, it is possible to decrease
the entire power consumption of the power source device
1.
[0067] In the power source device 1 of the first embod-
iment, when the boost operation permission signal I5 in-
dicating the "permission to boost" is not output from the
voltage detection circuit 30 to the boost circuit 40, the
boost circuit 40 does not start the boost operation. It is
thus possible to suppress a likelihood of falling into un-
stable state in which the boost circuit 40 cannot continue
the boost operation after the start of the boost operation
of the boost circuit 40.
[0068] In the power source device 1 of the first embod-
iment, as shown in FIG. 3(B), the storage power of the
capacitor 20 can be used for the operation of the load
LD until the storage voltage Vc of the capacitor 20 de-
creases to the voltage V4. Accordingly, it is possible to
decrease a size of the capacitor 20. In addition, since
there is almost no waste storage power, it is possible to
shorten a charging period (the period t0 to t1 in FIG. 3(B))
of the capacitor 20.

Second Embodiment

[0069] Next, a second embodiment of the present in-
vention will be described with reference to FIG. 4. The
same reference numerals are assigned to configurations
and operations similar to those of the above-described
first embodiment, and descriptions thereof are omitted.
A boost circuit 140 of the second embodiment is different
from the boost circuit 40 of the first embodiment in that
a sub-boost circuit 45 is provided.
[0070] The boost circuit 140 includes the sub-boost cir-
cuit 45, a capacitor 46, a transistor switch 47, a capacitor
48, and a diode 49.
[0071] The sub-boost circuit 45 boosts the storage volt-
age Vc of the storage power supplied from the capacitor
20 to the terminal T4. The sub-boost circuit 45 is, for
example, a flying capacitor type boost circuit. The sub-
boost circuit 45 boosts the storage voltage Vc supplied
to a terminal T451 (power input terminal) and outputs the
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boosted storage voltage Vc from a terminal T453 (power
output terminal).
[0072] The capacitor 46 is connected to the terminal
T453 and stores the power boosted by the sub-boost
circuit 45.
[0073] The sub-boost circuit 45 switches an output of
a terminal T454 (switch control terminal) based on the
storage voltage of the capacitor 46. In a case where the
power required to drive the control circuit 142 is not ac-
cumulated in the capacitor 46, the sub-boost circuit 45
turns off the transistor switch 47. Accordingly, the power
stored in the capacitor 46 is not supplied to the control
circuit 142. The operating voltage of the sub-boost circuit
45 is lower than the operating voltage of the boost circuit
140.
[0074] When the voltage detection circuit 30 detects
that the capacitor 20 is charged to the storage voltage
Vc capable of driving the sub-boost circuit 45, the boost
operation permission signal I5 of the "permission to
boost" is supplied to the terminal T452. When the boost
operation permission signal I5 supplied to the terminal
T452 becomes the "permission to boost", the sub-boost
circuit 45 converts the storage power to the boosted pow-
er and the capacitor 46 stores this boosted power.
[0075] In a case where the power required to drive the
control circuit 142 is accumulated in the capacitor 46, the
sub-boost circuit 45 turns on the transistor switch 47 by
a current 19. Accordingly, the power stored in the capac-
itor 46 is output to the control circuit 142 as a current I10.
Turning on the transistor switch 47 starts the boost op-
eration of the control circuit 142.
[0076] The diode 49 prevents the inflow of the dis-
charged power from the capacitor 46 to the load LD side
caused by turning on of the transistor switch 47. After the
control circuit 142 is driven, a portion of the boosted pow-
er generated at the output terminal T7 is supplied to the
power source terminal T421 of the control circuit 142 via
the diode 49.
[0077] The capacitor 48 stabilizes the power source
voltage of the control circuit 142.
[0078] Here, in the first embodiment, the power source
voltage in the case where the control circuit 42 starts the
boost operation is the storage voltage Vc. Accordingly,
in the first embodiment, the storage voltage Vc should
be equal to or higher than the minimum operation voltage
of the boost operation of the control circuit 42.
[0079] Meanwhile, according to the boost circuit 140
of the present embodiment, even when the storage volt-
age Vc supplied to the boost circuit 140 becomes lower
than the minimum operation voltage of the boost opera-
tion of the control circuit 142, the control circuit 142 can
start the boost operation. That is, according to the boost
circuit 140, the storage voltage Vc can be reduced to be
lower than the minimum operation voltage of the boost
operation of the control circuit 142.
[0080] Here, in a case where the capacitor 20 is a so-
called electric double layer capacitor (EDLC), preferably,
the storage voltage Vc is around 0.5 to 0.6 [V]. This is

because, for example, when the storage voltage Vc of
the electric double layer capacitor exceeds 0.8 [V], a life-
time of the electric double layer capacitor shortens.
[0081] In general, it is difficult to set the minimum op-
eration voltage of the boost operation of the boost circuit
140 to around 0.5 to 0.6 [V]. For example, in a case where
the minimum operation voltage of the boost operation of
the boost circuit 140 is 1.0 [V], according to the circuit
configuration of the first embodiment, the electric double
layer capacitor having a relatively low storage voltage Vc
cannot be selected as the capacitor 20.
[0082] Meanwhile, according to the circuit configura-
tion of the present embodiment, the sub-boost circuit 45
is provided, and thus, even when the electric double layer
capacitor having a relatively low storage voltage Vc is
selected as the capacitor 20, the storage voltage Vc can
be boosted to be equal to or higher than the minimum
operation voltage of the boost operation of the control
circuit 142.
[0083] That is, according to the boost circuit 140 of the
present embodiment, the electric double layer capacitor
having a relatively low storage voltage Vc or the like can
be selected as the capacitor 20. The electric double layer
capacitor has a larger capacity than those of other kinds
of capacitors, and thus, more electric charges can be
stored. That is, according to the boost circuit 140 of the
present embodiment, it is possible to further lengthen an
operation time of the load LD.
[0084] As described above, in the example shown in
FIG. 4, the flying capacitor type boost circuit is used as
the sub-boost circuit 45. In another example, a charge
pump type boost circuit including a boost capacitor can
be used as the sub-boost circuit 45. Specifically, in this
example, by driving the control circuit 142 mainly using
the power of the capacitor 46, conversion ability of the
sub-boost circuit 45 is set to a small value. Accordingly,
the charge pump type boost circuit including a boost ca-
pacitor can be used as the sub-boost circuit 45. As a
result, it is possible to decrease the size of the sub-boost
circuit 45 and to reduce the cost.
[0085] As described above, the power source device
1 of the second embodiment has configurations similar
to those of the power source device 1 of the first embod-
iment, and thus, in the power source device 1 of the sec-
ond embodiment, effects similar to those of the power
source device 1 of the first embodiment can be exerted.
The power source device 1 of the second embodiment
includes the sub-boost circuit 45 which functions as the
second boost unit. The sub-boost circuit 45 generates
second boosted power having voltage which is higher
than the voltage of the storage power and is equal to or
higher than the minimum operation voltage of the boost
circuit 140 which is the boost unit, from the storage power
supplied from the capacitor 20 which is the storage unit,
and the sub-boost circuit 45 supplies the generated sec-
ond boosted power as the operation power source of the
control circuit 142 of the boost circuit 140. Accordingly,
the boost start voltage of the boost circuit 140 can be
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reduced.
[0086] In the power source device 1 of the second em-
bodiment, the maximum value of the storage voltage Vc
of the capacitor 20 is suppressed to the drive voltage of
the sub-boost circuit 45. Therefore, as the capacitor 20,
it is possible to use the electric double layer capacitor
which deteriorates when the storage voltage is high. The
size of the electric double layer capacitor is small while
the capacity is large, and thus, it is possible to decrease
the size of the entire power source device 1 by using the
electric double layer capacitor.
[0087] Embodiments of the present invention and
modifications thereof are explained in the above; how-
ever, it should be understood that these are exemplary
of the invention and are not to be considered as limiting.
These embodiments and modifications can be performed
in other various ways; therefore, additions, omissions,
substitutions, and other modifications can be made with-
out departing from the scope of the invention. These em-
bodiments and modifications are included in the scope
of the invention described in the claims and equivalence
thereof. Furthermore, the embodiments and the modifi-
cations can be combined with each other.

Claims

1. A power source device, comprising:

a storage unit configured to receive a generated
power and store as a storage power;
a boost unit configured to generate, from a stor-
age power supplied from the storage unit, a
boosted power having a higher voltage than a
voltage of the storage power, and supply the
boosted power to a load; and
a voltage detection unit configured to output a
boost operation permission signal permitting a
boost operation of the boost unit to the boost
unit when the storage voltage of the boost unit
increases to become a voltage equal to or higher
than a minimum operation voltage of the boost
unit, the boost unit being configured to start the
boost operation by the storage power supplied
from the storage unit and operating on the boost-
ed power generated by the boost operation as
an operation power source when the boost op-
eration permission signal is output from the volt-
age detection unit.

2. The power source device according to claim 1,
wherein a power consumption of the voltage detec-
tion unit is smaller than a power consumption of the
boost unit.

3. The power source device according to claim 1 or 2,
further comprising:

a second boost unit configured to generate, from
the storage power supplied from the storage
unit, a second boosted power having a voltage
which is higher than the voltage of the storage
power and is equal to or higher than the mini-
mum operation voltage of the boost unit, and
supply the generated second boosted power as
an operation power source of the boost unit.
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